A consideration of the religious organization known as Jehovah's Witnesses and the treatment they have received from mainstream religions, judicial systems, anti-cult movements, and the media presents an interesting study of the tensions between political interests, with the emotion-laden issues surrounding the study of new religious movements, and ethical interests, with the responsibilities of objective treatment required by all the constitutional provisions of the members of the European Union. Jehovah's Witnesses are not a new religious movement (NRM),(1) although they are exclusively religious. Just as the definition of religion varies, the definition of a "nevi religious movement" also has variations. According to Eileen Barker, an NRM is a relatively new organization that has become visible in its present form since the Second World War." (2) On this single element, the fact that the active printing of the religious magazine, The Watchtower, has continued uninterrupted since 1879, and the central corporate structure has been in use continuously since its incorporation in Allegheny, Pennsylvania in 1884, Jehovah's Witnesses fail to meet a critical criterion of Barker's definition of an NRM. Although Jehovah's Witnesses are not an NRM, some governments group Jehovah's Witnesses with other NRMs for reasons later discussed in this essay. Now active in some 235 countries and island groups, Jehovah's Witnesses number nearly six million active members.(3) Although Jehovah's Witnesses describe their religion as both Bible-based and Christian, their religious practices, particularly their active proselytism, have not gained the popular approval of the large mainstream religions. This antagonism is due in part to the Witnesses' zealous condemnation of involvement with, and support of, political activities and military efforts on the part of mainstream churches. As church membership declined and the Witnesses continued to grow in numbers, the mainstream churches resented the Witnesses' proselytism and sought government restraints on that activity in order to stem the decline in their own memberships. Former Witnesses fed unsubstantiated erroneous information about the Witnesses to the media and to government sources, and churchcontrolled media used its influence to disseminate information designed to place the Witnesses in a negative light. In response to governmental bans, confiscation of their property, and public mobbings, Witnesses resorted to civil litigation as a tool to define and protect their religious liberty rights. The Witnesses sought judicial, rather than legislative or executive, relief because the civil courts were in the best position to objectively evaluate the reliability and relevance of testimony and evidence. In many countries, the civil courts have consistently protected the rights of the corporate entities as well as the rights of individual Witnesses.
This essay is divided into three parts. Part one will briefly explore the organization, beliefs, and history of Jehovah's Witnesses in Europe, including their persecution by Nazi, Fascist, and Communist regimes. Part two will explore the creation and methodology of the European Parliamentary Enquete Commissions designed to examine sects and so-called psychology groups. It will also discuss the European legislative and administrative reactions to the Enquete Commissions' reports. Part three will explore several recent child custody cases decided in favor of the Witness parent and will offer an explanation as to why the findings of the best interests hearing are often so different from the reports in the media, which often allege that Witnesses neglect and abuse their children, and the findings of governmental administrative agencies, which often rely on the misinformation disseminated by the media as well as unsupported claims of former members and mainstream churches.
The preaching work often includes distribution of The Watchtower magazine, which has been published continuously since 1879. Formerly known as Zion's Watch Tower and Herald of Christ's Presence, The Watchtower is a 32-page bimonthly magazine published in over 140 languages. As of January 2001, the average bimonthly printing numbers 23,042,000. The Watchtower magazine is the principle voice for doctrinal interpretation from the Governing Body of Jehovah's Witnesses. This magazine is now available in 140 languages. Its companion magazine, Awake!, has a similar objective but includes a broader range of topics.
Based on annual statistics, meetings are attended by some 14 million adherents, including approximately 5.8 million members. With so many active proselytizers and such a wide readership, it is no wonder that Rodney Stark and Laurence Iannaccone recently concluded that Jehovah's Witnesses are the most rapidly growing religious movement in the western world.(10) Regular religious services are conducted among 91,487 congregations worldwide,(11) Most of these religious services are celebrated at their places of worship known as "Kingdom Halls." Other services are held in private homes or at large public facilities.
B. Beliefs of Jehovah's Witnesses
The Witnesses' fundamental religious beliefs include: (1) the belief that Jehovah is God Almighty, the Creator of heaven and earth, a loving God whose name is to be sanctified; (2) Jehovah God will shortly establish His kingdom rule over the earth in the hands of His son, Jesus Christ, who will rule over the earth and restore it to paradisiacal conditions during the 1,000-year-rule; and (3) the year 1914 marked the beginning of the "last days" of man-rule over the earth and that Jehovah's Kingdom will shortly assert its rulership over the earth's population beginning with the destruction of man-made governments. (12) HISTORY OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES Among the forty-three member nations of the Council of Europe, there are over 1,441,812 active Witnesses regularly engaging in the well-known ministry of declaring the good news of God's Kingdom from house to house. (13) Added to this total are approximately 949,632(14) others who attend some religious meetings, at the local Kingdom Halls of some 18,889(15) congregations of Jehovah's Witnesses throughout Europe. Thus, as a united religious population of almost three million worshippers, Jehovah's Witnesses in Europe are larger than the populations of some European countries such as Andorra, Iceland, and Liechtenstein. (16) Charles Taze Russell, the first president of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania (hereafter referred to as "Watch Tower"), made his first visit to Europe in 1891, visiting Austria, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Germany, and Italy. His primary work in the 1891 visit was to engage in a series of lectures and public debates with prominent European clergymen and theologians. In England, Russell found a small active group of men and women who were studying the Bible. Encouraged by the interest of the local citizens, he made his first priority the translating of the Watch Tower's Bible-based literature into other European languages. The work of organizing the translation work started immediately. In France, translation work started directly after Russell's 1891 visit. The Watchtower magazine has been regularly printed in German since 1897; (17) in French since 1903; (18) in Italian since 1903; (19) and in Spanish since 1929. (20) With the availability of Bible literature in their own languages, local citizens from various countries began to organize themselves into Bible study groups. These study groups formed the basis for organizing the work of spreading the message of the Bible to individuals in their homes and served as the basis for the formation of congregations.
The growth of the public preaching slowed down in Europe during World War I. However, after the war there was a renewed enthusiasm for the work. As growth continued, there was a greater need for administrative coordination of the preaching effort. The Watch Tower Society opened its first European branch office in London in 1900; after World War I, branches opened throughout Europe: Austria in 1923; Belgium in 1929; and Spain in 1925. That same year, an office was opened in Copenhagen to oversee the work in the Baltics, Scandinavia, and Northern Europe.
The increased preaching activity brought the Witnesses, or International Bible Students as they were then called, into the public eye. As a result of their growth and visibility, they drew another wave of opposition. The French Catholic clergy tried several times to break up public meetings and other activities of the Witnesses. In 1939, six weeks after the beginning of World War II, the organization of Jehovah's Witnesses was banned in France. (21) Other governments feared foreign influence and targeted Jehovah's Witnesses as communists, spies, fascists, anti-Semitic, or American. The greatest opposition to the work occurred in Germany where the organization was banned, and the printing and preaching work was forced to operate underground. (22) The German Gestapo began to investigate the congregations of the Witnesses. Because of their neutral position on political matters, the Witnesses were immediately targeted by Hitler and his officials as being detrimental to the goals of the state. Arrests were made and religious literature was confiscated. The Witnesses were forced to hold their meetings in secret places and conduct their preaching activity with great caution. Intent on destroying this small group of Christians, Hitler boldly promised that "this enemy of Great Germany, this brood of International Bible Students, will be exterminated in Germany." (23) The Nazi regime certainly did all it could to obliterate Jehovah's Witnesses in Germany. Roughly ten thousand Witnesses were jailed and kept in concentration camps. (24) It is estimated that three hundred and fifty Witnesses were executed after trial for their refusal to participate in the political and nationalistic warfare.
Not only young men faced the ire of the Nazi government but also entire families were attacked and children were separated from their Witness parents when the children refused to "Heil Hitler." The district court judge of Waldenberg, Silesia, explained after a child custody hearing:
If parents through their own example teach their children a philosophy of life which puts them into an irreconcilable opposition to those ideas which me overwhelming majority of the German people adheres to, then this constitutes an abuse of the right of guardianship.... This abuse of the power of guardianship endangers to the highest degree the welfare of the children, inasmuch as it ultimately leads to a state of mind through which the children will some day find that they have cut themselves off from the rest of the German people. To avert such danger the. Guardianship Court has to take the necessary steps.... A permanent remedy in this respect can only be found if the right of guardianship over the person is withdrawn from the parents, because only through such withdrawal can we be sure that the evil educational influence of the parents is eliminated and broken.
In accordance with the opinion of the Guardianship Court, the following must be admitted: the law, as a National Socialistic form of State order, entrusts German parents with the right to educate only on condition that this right is exercised in a manner which the people and the State have a right to expect--a condition which is not specifically expressed by the law but which must be considered as something self-evident. Here in particular we have to remember that all education must have as its ideal aim the creation of the belief and the conviction in children that they are brothers forming a great nation; that they are molded into the great union of the German. people together, with all other German comrades through the sameness of their fundamental ideas. Whoever in the exercise of a purely formal right to educate his children evokes in those children views which must bring them ultimately into conflict with the German community ideal does not comply with those self-evident presuppositions. Therefore, out of purely general considerations the right to educate must be denied to such a person.... (25) Sadly, many of the arguments raised by this judge mirror the political agenda and emotional bias of contemporary critics who allege that Witnesses harm their children when they are exposed to the Witnesses' beliefs.
World War II brought about a period of severe trials and hardships for many Witnesses. Among the Witnesses in Belgium were some that had come from Germany to share in the work of preaching from door-to-door. Because of their strict nonsupport of the Nazi regime, the Gestapo went to great lengths to track them down. At the same time, however, Belgian officials accused some of these same Witnesses of being Nazis and had them imprisoned and then deported. Several were sent to concentration camps. Others were beaten and interrogated by the SS officers. Despite all of this, the number of Witnesses sharing in the door-to-door ministry in Belgium more than tripled within five years after the war. The history of Jehovah's Witnesses in the twentieth century includes direct assaults from fascist, communist, and democratic governments, as well as opposition from mainstream religions, all of which served to generate negative mass media attention. In spite of these obstacles, Witnesses have continued to actively share Bible knowledge with others and regularly meet together for religious services. As a result of their efforts and endurance, they have experienced tremendous growth. Also, it is ironic that despite the formal governmental opposition, they have earned the respect of many fellow citizens and gained legal recognition of some governments under which they live and work, and they have experienced significant growth.
Europe historically has experienced a monopoly by one dominant state-supported religion' and the growth of the Witnesses in Europe is one reason why they have drawn the negative attention from the dominant churches, which are concerned that Witnesses will compete for the position of statesupported status. In Germany, the 19 December 2000 decision of the German Constitutional Court ruled that the Berlin Federal Administrative Court improperly denied the Religionsgemeinschaft der Zeugen Jehovas en Deutschland recognition as a corporation under Public Law by considering the Witnesses' religious beliefs, particularly the Witness position that Jesus' admonition to "be no part of the world" suggested nonparticipation in civil elections. The Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe explained:
Whether a religious association applying for corporation status is to be denied this is not dependent upon its beliefs, but upon its conduct. The principle of religious neutrality does not permit the State to evaluate beliefs and teachings of a religious association as such. Due to a lack of insight and suitable criteria the neutral State is not permitted to regulate and determine matters in the area of genuine religious issues (citations omitted). (37) This clear admonition highlights one reason why Witnesses are viewed as an NRM. Non-judicial governmental agencies, acting without judicial restraint and the requisite criteria for evaluation that the Constitutional Court referred to, regularly attempt to evaluate the religious beliefs. Because the religious beliefs are not mainstream beliefs, the evaluator improperly concludes that different or minority beliefs are harmful because they are different and thus assumes that the different religious belief has a negative impact on the socialization process of the religious participants and on the larger surrounding community as well.
A second reason why Witnesses are often misclassified as an NRM is the unsupported perception that the Witnesses' refusal of blood transfusions constitutes a potential for a physical health risk for members and their children. This perception is based primarily on emotion rather than the hard evidence of medical science. The significant financial exposure to medical institutions from using potentially lethal blood transfusions, the exposure of corrupt blood bank practices and a growing fear of yet unidentified blood-borne diseases, together with the alternatives provided by medical, science for safe nonblood options all serve to support the Witnesses position that the use of blood products in medical procedures is medically and Scripturally unacceptable. (38) While some in the media are quick to carry emotion-laden stories of children of Jehovah's Witnesses when the question of medical care is at issue, many ignore the observations of medical doctors who credit Witnesses with supporting the efforts of the medical community to find safe non-blood alternative treatment, which has benefited and saved the lives of many patients. In fact, an entire industry offering bloodless medical care is emerging. (39) Over the last one hundred years, Jehovah's Witnesses have been involved in numerous court cases in order to establish their legal rights to practice their religion in various countries. This is not surprising, since members of majority religions rarely suffer interference with religious liberties, and mainstream churches are rarely denied the opportunity for registration. Accordingly, it is not surprising that the Witnesses are often plaintiffs in cases that define religious liberties. In the United States during the 1930s and 1940s, Jehovah's Witnesses brought over forty cases before the United States Supreme Court. In the 1990s, they have had nine victories before the European Court of Human Rights. (40) 
II. EUROPEAN ENQUETE COMMISSIONS AND GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSE TO THE COMMISSIONS' FINAL REPORTS
In the last twenty years, the European community has become more sensitive to the dynamic growth of new religious movements. On 22 May 1984, the European Parliament passed a resolution entitled "New Organizations Operating under the Protection Afforded to Religious Bodies."(41) The 1984 resolution expressed the European Parliament's concern about the recruitment and treatment of members of the organizations in question and called for an exchange of information among member states on issues associated with charity status and tax exemption; labor and social security laws; missing persons; infringement of personal freedoms; existence of legal loopholes that enable proscribed activities to be pursued from one country to another; and creation of centers to provide those who desire to leave the organization in question with legal aid, assistance with social reintegration, and help in finding employment. (42) This interest in new religious movements is sharpened by reported activities of groups such as Scientology and Children of God and by disasters such as the mass suicides in Jonestown and the attack of Aum Shinrikyo in Japan. Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, and Sweden formed Parliamentary Enquete Commissions to investigate activities in their countries. The individual Parliamentary Commissions took on greater roles than mere fact-finding commissions. For example, in France, the National Assembly published the Guyard Report in January 1996. It listed 172 cults that it perceived as dangerous or destructive. The Guyard Report is actually the second report. The first report, characterized as an "information mission on cults," was drafted in 1982-1983 and published in 1985. However, after the suicide-homicide associated with the Order of the Solar Temple in Canada and Switzerland in 1994 and the 1995 gas attack in Tokyo's underground on 29 June 1995, the National Assembly approved the establishment of a second inquiry.
The Belgium Parliamentary Commission on Sects released its report on 28 April 1997. After one year's work, fifty-eight meetings, and testimony from 136 witnesses, it recommended modifying the Belgium Penal Code to impose a sentence of two to five years in prison and/or fine for those who use beatings, violence, threats, or psychological manipulation to persuade an individual of the existence of false undertakings, imaginary powers, or imminent fantastical events.
A list of 172 organizations named by the Guyard Report was adopted and unanimously accepted by the Belgium commission. Richard Singelenberg, a social anthropologist at the University of Uttrecht, responded to the Belgium report in this way:
The Belgian report is absolutely full of suggestive remarks.... Two decades of research in the sociology of religion, which for the most part demythologizes the alleged cult atrocities, was declared null and void by the committee on half a page of discussion. Supposedly, this discipline fixes its attention on the movements' "doctrines" and tends to avoid the excesses. This ridiculous sketch gives rise to the question if the members of the committee have probed even skin deep into this field of study. (43) Based on the similar and significantly critical responses that the Belgium and French report received from academic, social science, and legal communities, Germany took a different tack and declined to identify particular organizations about which they held suspicions.
The final German report of the Enquete Commission entitled "So-Called Sects and Psycho Groups" was released on 19 june 1998, after two years of work. While the report concludes that none of the six hundred groups investigated represented any danger to the democratic state, the report does focus on perceptions of problems and conflicts that arise between the general society and the smaller groups. The commission recommended the establishment of a federal foundation that would act as an interface among the various new religious, ideological, and psychogroups and introduce legal arrangements for state sponsorship of private advocacy and information offices. In addition, the commission recommended expanding consumer protection laws that would include disclosure and monitoring of the psychotherapists' qualifications, methodology, and financial obligations. The German report met almost immediate criticism from several legal experts and university professors who reproached the commission for advancement of unsubstantiated suspicions and intolerance of minority religious groups. One member of the commission later referred to "the freehand methodological approach" and "a certain nonchalance in dealing with the information available." (44) For example, he explained that "[e]specially in the first year, there was a tendency to take all information critical of sects and cults at face value, while at the same time information provided by the religious groups themselves was usually regarded as unreliable apologetics." (45) Sweden's report calls for further objective and scholarly research while upholding constitutional principles guaranteeing free exercise of religious expression. Published in October 1998, the Swedish Governmental Commission admits, "there is a shortage of coherent research and knowledge on the subject of new religious movements." (46) Throughout this process, with the exception of the Netherlands' commission, Jehovah's Witnesses were subject to an investigation. Why have Jehovah's Witnesses, now the second largest Christian religion in many European countries, drawn critical attention from Europe's larger established churches, some governmental agencies, and the media? One reason is sloppy scholarship and lack of reliable research among the commissions. This lack of scholarship meant that the commissions attempted to evaluate without clear or objective standards and guidelines for evaluation. The commissions relied on rumor and on reports from the media, which had relied on complaints from former members. Had any of the commissions made a casual review of the Witnesses' history in Europe, then it is likely that the Witnesses would have been excluded from investigation as they were in the Netherlands. Now that the commissions have published their reports, more is known about the proceedings that led up to these reports. An examination of some of these proceedings and methodologies highlights why the commissions have been so sharply criticized for their findings and methodology. For example, in the German commission, Huber Seiwert points out that the composition of the commission was a political structure. Thus, not surprising with a variety of factions represented, it was difficult even to initially agree on the "aims and methods"(47) of the commission. Once the fact-finding started, there was no criterion for measuring reliability and relevance of the testimony and evidence. Neither was there a mechanism for independent factfinding and validation of the allegations of dangers from sects, according to what Seiwert observed of the German commission: "There was no evidence supporting them available to the commission, except the well-known anti-cult literature."(48) Even when social science research was accepted, the use of these reports was questionable. Of the German commission, Seiwert reported that "none of them supported the allegations against new religious movements that prevailed in public opinion.... In particular, there was no evidence that conversion to new religious movements and commitment to them was caused by weird `psychotechniques,' which deprived the `victims' of their capacity to act freely." (49) A consideration of the history of the Enquete Commissions highlights certain issues about the role of government. It appears that European governments assume the role of "protector" more readily than other Western countries such as the United States or Canada. For example, the Canadian parliament held a commission on religious organizations in the early 1980s. The final report, Study of Mind Development Groups, Sects and Cults in Ontario (Hill Report), concluded that if religious rights were to be respected in Canada for all religions, then the government could not be seen as a watchdog or protector and should allow religious groups to follow their own code of beliefs without further governmental evaluation. If the exceptional religious organization, or any organization attempting to abuse others, did cause harm, then the Canadian penal code was adequate to handle the exceptional situation. In particular, the Hill report called for great caution and restraint" on the part of government, particularly because the issues were so "befogged by emotion." (50) The Hill report also concluded that its inquiry did not produce sufficient reliable information on which future legislation could be based. While many observers made similar observations about the European Enquetes, there was a wave of legislation that followed. For example, in August 1997, the parliament of Macedonia passed a religious law that prohibits religious work and rituals from being performed by unregistered communities or groups. The law also requires the signatures of fifty citizens for registration and prohibits the existence of two "religious communities" with the same creed. This, in effect, requires the government to act as arbitrator between religious factors. (51) In Belgium, the report released on 28 April 1997, listed 189 "controversial" movements and recommended an amendment to the penal code, a provision with a two to five year prison sentence and/or fine for those who use beatings, violence, threats, or psychological manipulation to persuade an individual of the existence of false undertakings, imaginary powers or imminent fantastic events. On 2 June 1998, the Information and Advisory Center was established to combat the "harmful sectarian organizations," which are defined as "any movement with a philosophical or religious purpose, or which presents itself in this way and through its organization or practice, commits harmful illegal activities, harms the individual, society or human dignity." (52) France, in particular, has reacted strongly with the establishment of the Interministerial Mission whose president, Mr. Alain Vivien, while at a recent meeting in Vienna of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), was strongly criticized for his handling of minority religions. His organization, the Interministerial Commission to Fight Against Cults, was established by decree number 98.890 on 7 October 1998, entitled "To Fight Against Sects." Criticizing the American standard, as illustrated in the first amendment, Mr. Vivien reports: that they may have revised the first amendment is understandable because the first pioneers, who were persecuted in Europe for religious reasons, had the idea of securing religious peace. But today, vast and often varying theories and interests hide themselves behind an allegedly religious cultism. In this, we have a good fight to pick with our U.S. friends. (53) Human Rights Without Frontiers reports that since the Guyard Report, "access to public halls for meetings has been denied to a number [o]f minority religions who were listed among the 172 organizations] ... children at school and adults in their neighborhood have been stigmatized as members of cults."(54) Even more insidious, the French government has targeted Jehovah's Witnesses and other minority religions for a tax that appears to be calculated to stop their religious work in France. Commenting on this, Human Rights Without Frontiers said in a recent newsletter:
The French tax administration has now launched a serious attack on the freedom of religious association and worship by enforcing a 60% tax on "hand donations" made by more than 200,000 Jehovah's Witnesses in the last four years. The amount involved is about 50 million dollars (!) and every donation made to cover it will be taxed again on a 60% basis. After several years of legal battles, a court has just ordered the seizure and the provisional mortgage of their patrimony. This is the first time the tax law on "hand donations," (in French: dons manuels) reformed on May 19, 1992 , is applied to a religious group or association thus depriving it of vital means for practicing its worship and Jehovah's Witnesses think this might be the end of the world for them in France. (55) On 26 September 1997, Russian President Boris Yeltsin signed a law containing discriminatory provisions against "new" religious faiths allowing strict registration requirements and vague criteria "liquidating existing religious organizations." It is clear that the law significantly reduced the religious freedom provided by earlier 1991 legislation. (56) The final German commission report released 19 June 1998, presented an approach that would create a state's duty to protect consumers against illegal or unfair practices by cults or psychogroups. The Austrian and French governments have established hot lines, opened to the public, to government sponsored and funded advisory centers in order to distribute information about so-called "dangerous" religious groups.(57) The European Ecumenical Commission for Church and Society (E.E.C.C.S.) has been attempting to organize dialogues and seminars to give experts and members of churches opportunities to meet at regular intervals with members of the European Commission to exchange ideas and views. (58) The final commission reports of France and Belgium refer specifically to Jehovah's Witnesses, and it is clear that Witnesses are targeted for monitoring by local fiscal administration and for surveillance by monitoring agencies. Willy Fautre concluded in his comments at the OSCE Implementation Meeting in Warsaw that the commissions introduced "a threefold pattern of real persecution." (59) He explained that the first step included marginalization and stigmatization in which officials felt justified in denying minority religions access to public halls for meetings and in failing to carry out mandatory public duties for the benefit of such organizations. Second, Fautre observed that so-called unpopular religions were targets of local fiscal administration. Finally, as dreadful as it sounds, Fautre expressed fear of a plan to eliminate minority religions in Europe. (60) These repressive actions have met with international criticism at recent OSCE meetings where member nations expressed concern for infringements on the rights and privacy of members of minority religions. However, there appears to be no legal recourse for any of the religious organizations or their members to challenge or modify the findings of the Enquete Commissions.
III. JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES AND CHILD CUSTODY CASES
Not all governmental scrutiny produces a negative attitude toward Jehovah's Witnesses. Like any other individuals, Witnesses experience divorce and child custody disputes. Investigation of these cases presents a very positive view of Witness parents. The broad best interest standard allows, even invites, judicial scrutiny, and often the attitudes of social workers, psychologists, and lawyers reflect a range of responses from simple curiosity and lack of information to raging prejudice and unbridled bigotry that is completely insensitive to the constitutional rights of the parents and children.
Among the European community, there are child custody cases in which trial and appellate judges, together with mental health care professionals, have been posed with the question of whether one parent's membership or affiliation with Jehovah's Witnesses is inimical to the child's best interest. Naturally, not all of Jehovah's Witnesses are able to prove themselves the better parent in a contest between a Witness and a non-Witness parent. However, when religion has become a factor in these cases, member nations of the European community have taken a constitutionally sensitive and tolerant view toward the religious training of both parents. For example, Saarland Higher Regional Court (6 WF 72/95), evaluating the decision of a local court for family affairs in Hamburg (9/11/95 -9 F 184/93 EA I), observed:
The fact that the appellant is an active member of the religious association of Jehovah's Witnesses is not an obstacle in the custody regulation that was made here. It would contradict the fundamental fight to freedom of religion and expression in Art. 17, par 1, GG, if the qualification to carry out parental custody were to be questioned merely because of belonging to this religious association. (Also OLG Stuttgart, FamRZ 95, 1290.)
In England, the court followed similar reasoning in In re T. (1981) 2 FLR 239. Writing the majority opinion, Lord Justice Scarman reports:
But one must now look at the mother's case. We live in a tolerant society. There is no reason at all why the mother should not espouse the beliefs and practice of Jehovah's Witnesses. It is conceded that there is nothing immoral or socially obnoxious in the beliefs and practices of this sect. Indeed, I would echo the words of Lord Justice Stamp in an unreported case, T. v. T., in which he said this of the Jehovah's Witnesses--and what he said is, indeed, born out by such evidence as we have in this case: `Many families bring up their children as Jehovah's Witnesses and the children are good members of the community, although perhaps a little isolated from other children in certain respects. They are different but the same thing could be said of Presbyterians, Catholics, and indeed any other religious faith.' It is as reasonable on the part of the mother that she should wish to teach her children the beliefs and practices of the Jehovah's Witnesses as it is reasonable on the part of the father that they should not be taught those practices and beliefs. It is not for the court, in society as at present constituted, to pass any judgment on the beliefs of the mother or on the beliefs of the father. It is sufficient for this court that it should recognize that each is entitled to his or her own beliefs and way of life, and that the two opposing ways of life considered in this case are both socially acceptable and certainly consistent with a decent and respectable life.
Russia, too, has come to this conclusion in some cases. The People's Municipal Court of Sharapovsky, Krasnoyarsky Kray, rendered this decision on 15 October 1996, in the case involving Oleg Bronislavovich Vigul v. Lubovi Grigorevne Vigul:
The defendant is a member of the community of Jehovah's Witnesses, registered by established law. In harmony with Article 28 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation each person is guaranteed freedom of conscience, freedom of choice, to have and to propagate religious and other convictions, and to act in harmony with them. On the basis of the above, the defendant belonging to a religious organization is not a basis for denying the defendant custody of the children.
While it has consistently been held throughout family courts in Europe that mere membership as one of Jehovah's Witnesses does not disqualify a parent as a custodial parent, there is proper consideration given to the individual needs of the children of the family. As a French court described in a Montpellier appellate court decision 29 June 1992:
Whereas it is not up to the judge to weigh and compare the merits or dangers, the respective advantages or disadvantages of major religions compared to a minority sect; that, in the case of divorce proceedings or more specifically as in this particular case, in one of proceedings relating to the mode of exercise of parental authority, the judge must not proceed using general assertions, but must find out whether, in this particular case, the activities of the father and mother in a church, a sect, a political party, or any other group or association for religious, political, philosophical, or other purposes presents advantages or disadvantages in the interests of the children.
This analysis enables the court to focus on those facts relevant to a best interest analysis of the individual children involved in the case. A regional court in Dusseldorf provided an interesting analysis (3 UF 1/ 95). Having considered the non-Witness parent's objections about the mother's decision not to participate in birthday parties, to limit television use, and to remain politically neutral in school affairs, the child's local school provided a report indicating that the child's school performance was "fully integrated and quickly accustomed to the class group without problems, although having changed schools shortly before that time." It is further noted that:
she already had built up a good relationship with a new school friend; her contact to teachers as well as to most of the other students was, after only a few days of limited reserve, which is understandable, uncomplicated, friendly, open, and characterized by good self-confidence; dependability and accountability with regard to attending classes and doing homework could also have been mentioned; [the girl] gives the impression of a happy, balanced, and self-assured child.
The court also considered the report made by the juvenile office in which her teacher described the young girl as "sensitive, balanced, friendly," who gave the impression "that she has a happy childhood." It was further reported by the juvenile office that "[the young girl] does not give the impression that she is under restrictions regarding participation and celebrations such as birthdays, St.-Martin, St.-Nicholas and Christmas or going to a kermis. In addition, the mother-daughter contact is found to be good." Thus the court concluded from these outside reports as well as their own observation and the record in the case:
[T]hat limitations motivated by the teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses on [the girl's] entire personality development have remained without any discernible negative influence. At the hearing held by the Senate it was also discovered that [the girl] participates in most of the school events (in part, together with her mother). (Sport festivals, bicycle training, starlight hiking, yes, even on the last Nicholas and Christmas celebration, although not actively participating). This clearly shows that [the girl] has not been pushed into the roll of an outsider. In other respects it is also of importance that the mother does not prevent [attendance at] events which the father offers (Christmas, Easter and birthday celebrations).
In a decision made by the Higher Regional Court of Stuttgart 19 April 1994 (15 UF 53/94), the court had reason to consider the non-Witness parent's accusation that the Witness parent's refusal to consent to a blood transfusion was somehow inimical to the child's best interest. Having reviewed this allegation, the appellate court reasoned that the issue of a blood transfusion was not of significant importance because the child was in good health. The court, however, looked to the more important and relevant issues at hand indicating that the Witness mother was not "raising the child so that it behaves in a fanatical intolerant manner towards other religious denominations or in a manner that would be contrary to the child's welfare, by making the child strongly dependent upon her own religious association or that she will do so." Thus, the court affirmed the lower court's decision to grant the Witness mother custody.
The Perugia Juvenile Court decision in the case of Paoluzzi Leonardo vs. Ammazzalorso Maria Rita addresses the issue of the divorced parents who disagree about the religious training that the other parent will offer. The court suggested that "should the parents have a difference of opinion regarding the religious education of their children, the reciprocal duty of tolerating each other's convictions and of not hindering the relative religious practices, must likewise be affirmed ... [because] the only boundary to the contents of a religion will be in its not clashing with pubic order or with the fundamental ethical principles of the law. (61) These custody cases are not the exception. In most child custody cases, the trial courts and appellate courts find that the Witness parent is both at and capable of rearing physically, emotionally, and healthy children. Yet, the Belgium and French Parliamentary Enquete reports suggest that Witnesses are dangerous. What accounts for the extreme difference of opinion? There are a variety of possible explanations.
European constitutions consistently provide for the protection of religious liberty and freedom of conscience for their citizens. However, the governments' management of religious organizations and the laws governing their corporate structure and privileges allows for a two-tiered or multi-tiered system of governmental approvals. This legal structure suggests, even asserts, that equal treatment of religious organizations is not required by law, and thus "cult classification"(62) is state-sanctioned. Sanctioning different corporate structures and different tax structures also creates a risk to the minority religion, which if targeted, can be simply taxed out of existence. In contrast, in a civil court setting, judges, constrained by constitution and statute, are required to view parties in a religiously neutral eye. With the help of custody evaluators and psychologists trained to focus on the emotional and physical needs of the child, the trial judge directs attention to the child's needs rather than the parent's religious affiliation.
Another reason for dissimilar outcomes in the child custody cases and the commissions is the element of politics. The commissions were made up of political party members who encouraged their parties' agendas. Politics not only influenced the selection of the commission members, but also played a large part in the formulation of the reports, thus leaving the findings apolitical compromise rather than a scientific study based on consistent data collection, consistent analysis and tested conclusions. As Seiwart pointed out, the commission members in Germany had a political agenda and relied on rumors and shoddy investigations, which were based largely on the anti-cult movement's allegations and the complaints of former members that supported that political agenda. (63) A trial is constrained by rules of evidence for the admissibility of testimony and evidence. Reliability and relevance guide the judge's decision to admit testimony or to exclude testimony. The commissions had no such evidentiary standards of admission of testimony or qualification of testifying witnesses. The commissions had no standards to determine the validity of scientific research or surveys. The commissions were influenced by the allegations of the anti-cult movement that NRMs used brainwashing and mind control.(64) Although these theories have been discredited in the scientific community in the United States, and no commission was able to find real evidence to support these allegations, the commissions' reports suggest that there is some validity to these theories. In a court of law, the trial judge is looking for a different standard of harm. Mere allegation is not sufficient. Allegations of harm must be supported by reliable evidence from competent witnesses before a trial judge will make a finding of harm to the child. Further, when someone alleges that a child is harmed as a result of exposure to the parent's religious belief, the judge must find legal causation between the alleged harm and the parent's religious practice. These strict standards required in a courtroom setting were absent in the commissions.
CONCLUSION
In a little over one hundred years after the Watch Tower's first president, Charles Taze Russell, first visited Europe, Jehovah's Witnesses have become a well-established Christian denomination in many European countries. Yet, they still occasionally find themselves slandered or ignored by the press and scrutinized along with NRMs by some governmental agencies. In his recent address to the Hungarian National Assembly, Dr. Massimo Introvigne, referring to the work of the late sociologist, Roy Wallace, discussed three broad categories in which any religious movement may find itself. The first is described as "society affirming," with values that harmonize with the majority of the population. The second group would be described as a religious organization with "alternative" values, not necessarily dangerous, not necessarily criminal, but moderately to radically alternative from the mainstream. The third group or category of religious movement is extreme, and fortunately, rare. This group involves criminal activity ranging from child abuse to homicide or organized mass suicide. It is clear that the latter group, those involved in criminal activities, cannot be tolerated by the government. However, regarding the second group, those offering alternative values to the social mainline, generally the passage of time and the growth of the religious community moves that religious organization to a socially and governmentally more acceptable realm. This occurs when the alternative group is better understood, more widely accepted, and is no longer seen as a threat to the established dominant religious forces. While an NRM remains clearly grouped in the category, it is likely to receive only negative media coverage. Sociologist Bryan Wilson observed:
[S]ects are news only when they are objects of opprobrium.... Sects and new religious movements make news only when there is supposed scandal or sensation to report; in the "human stories" of apostates or the anguish of parents about children exposed to sectarian influence (whether as converts or as offspring), (65) Professor James T. Richardson made similar observations. He said "the media functions as `moral entrepreneurs'... and as institutions of social control that marginalise, delegitimise and discredit oppositional movements." (66) In this way, the media contributes significantly to the public opinion and government thought that certain alternative groups may be perceived as different and dangerous.
The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Religious Intolerance, Professor Abdelfattah Amor, in his report on Germany to the Human Rights Commission for discussion at the 54th UN Human rights Session in March 1998, documented a disturbing climate of intolerance toward minority religions. (67) As long as this climate exists, religious organizations viewed as alternative will be lumped together and presented as "quasi-criminal" by both the media and the government. If the religious organization remains passive in this process, there will be no champion. Only by proactively providing accurate information to the media, governmental officials, key opinion leaders and the general public can the new religious movement ever hope to discard the image of criminality thrust upon it by generalizations, careless reporting, and specific attacks from anti-cult groups and mainstream religious organizations. Thus, the history of Jehovah's Witnesses in Europe sets a fine example and model for what emerging new religions may expect to experience in Europe as they struggle for survival and recognition at the start of the twenty-first century.
(1.) See, e.g., the definition offered by the Netherlands Parliamentary Enquete Commission, which defined a new religious movement as a "group of people which lately manifests itself in the spiritual field and is characterized either by a (charismatic) leader or by specific religious conceptions, or else by a specific behavior as a group, or a combination of these aspects." Using this definition, the Commission declined to include Jehovah's Witnesses in their investigations.
